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SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN NATIONAL DAIRY POLICIES 

Note by the Secretariat 

Introduction 

Dairy production is protected in all temperate zone producing countries. 
The various methods of protection in individual countries and their possible 
effects on production, consumption and international trade have been studied and 
examined by Committee II in the consultations held with most contracting parties 
during the years I959-I96I. Since the information submitted by consulting, 
countries for the Committee II consultations was supplied some time ago, more 
recent developments in dairy policies in some of the important producing countries 
is given below. .•..;-,- . . 

Australia 

Australian dairy production is protected by means of a stabilization arrange
ment in combination with concentration and control of exports and restrictions on 
imports. 

A producer controlled body, the.Australian Dairy Produce Board, is the sole 
exporter of butter and cheese to the United Kingdom, which takes 8O-9Q per cent 
of total Australian exports. Exports to other markets are carried out by private 
traders subject to terms and conditions laid down by the Board. 

Under previous stabilization arrangements a price was guaranteed to the 
producers covering all butter and cheese sold for domestic consumption plus a 
quantity of exports equal to 20 per cent of domestic production. The price 
guarantee was effected by means of a system under which proceeds from domestic 
sales and exports were pooled; secondly, a government subsidy was determined 
annually and, thirdly, the ex-factory price of butter and cheese was fixed by 
the Government. 

Under the present stabilization arrangement, for the five years commencing 
1 July 1962, there is no longer a price guaranteed by the Government but the full 
responsibility for the domestic price policy is exercised by the industry. The 
Government subsidy has been fixed at £A1^.5 million; this is in fact the same 
amount as was paid under the previous five-year stabilization scheme. The 
subsidy applies to all factory production of butter and cheese and butterfat 
products with a minimum of 40 per cent of butterfat content. 
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Large domestic surpluses preclude the necessity of appreciable importe"! '- •'' '""• < 
of dairy products. Small quantities of speciality cheese are imported, but 
generally imports of dairy products are restricted. 

Canada 

Itoder the Agricultural Stabilization Act, 1958, price support in Canada is 
mandatory for butter and cheese at a.level of not less than 80 per cent of the 
average market price of the preceding ten years. In addition, dried skimmed 
milk and dried whole milk have been supported, but not on a regular basis. The -
support is effected by purchases made by the Agricultural Stabilization Board 
of products at the support price. The net costs of support programmes are 
carried by the Treasury. 

The support price of butter amounted to 64 cents per lb. as from 1 May 1959 
and was reduced to 52 cents per lb. from 1 May 1962. The support p~ice of 
cheddar cheese has changed from year to year and amounted to 31-5 cents per lb. 
from 1 May 1962. A support programme for dried skimmed milk was in effect in 
1957 and 1958, but was discontinued in September 1959 with the intention of 
diverting milk from butter and skimmed powder. Skimmed milk powder is now 
purchased at times of heavy production to stabilize the market. Support pur
chases of whole milk powder were made in the period May to December i960. 

In addition to the support purchases, a subsidy of 25 cents per 100 lbs. is 
granted to producers delivering milk for manufacturing. 

The marketing of whole milk to the consumer is controlled by a Milk Control 
Board in each province except Newfoundland. The Boards exercise discretionary 
powers in establishing maximum, minimum or fixed prices at which milk may be sold 

Stocks from the Agricultural Stabilization Board are released both on the 
domestic and on foreign markets, in some instances under special donation 
programmes. 

Imports of butter, cheddar cheese, dried skimmed milk and butter fat 
(excluding concentrated milk products and cheese) are controlled under the Export 
and Import Permits Act. 

Denmark 

The prices received by the Danish dairy industry for their products, and 
consequently the returns to the milk producers, depend greatly on prices made on 
exports of butter. In order to stabilize the ̂ fluctuations in butter prices on 
various export markets a stabilization fund is operated by the Butter Export 
Board, through which it is ensured that all dairies receive the same so-called 
"settlement price". 
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In 1959 with the introduction of the Home Market Scheme for Milk and Dairy 
Products, domestic prices were partially insulated from international influences. 
The Minister of Agriculture was authorised to determine the home market prices 
for milk and dairy products so as to ensure that these prices did not fall below 
a certain level. The level was fixed at DKr.6 per kilogram of butter. If prices 
fell below this minimum, a tax was imposed and the proceeds of the tax were paid 
to the dairy industry. 

The scheme was discontinued in January I96I, when the producer organizations 
agreed to maintain a stable price on the home market for butterfat in all dairy 
products regardless of changes in international prices. The price fixation is 
subject to approval by the Monopoly Council. At the introduction of the new 
system the domestic price was raised from DKr.6 to DKr.7 per kilogram of butter. 

In the framework of the Danish Grain Marketing Scheme provisions have been 
made for the levying of charges on imports of skimmed milk powder, so that the •. . 
home market price of skimmed milk powder can be maintained at a certain level 
(DKr.l.^O for the year I960/6I and DKr.1.50 for the year 1961/62). The proceeds 
of this levy are used to reduce the price of domestic skimmed milk powder for 
feeding purposes. 

Imports of dairy products are subject to quantitative import restrictions. 

Finland 

In Finland a target price for milk is determined annually. To ensure that 
the farmer receives the target price the retail prices of consumer milk, butter 
and cheese are regulated. In view of the unfavourable climatic and topographic 
conditions in the northern part of Finland, dairy production in such areas is 
supported by paying a higher price for the milk delivered and by subsidizing 
fertilizers, fodders and transportation costs. 

Consumer subsidies are paid on butter for domestic consumption. Any butter 
which cannot be marketed domestically is exported. In order to reimburse-the 
losses on exports of butter, cheese and milk powder, exporters are paid the 
difference between the controlled domestic price and the export price. 

Imports of all dairy products are subject to individual licences from all 
sources. 

New Zealand 

Dairy policy in New Zealand is characterized by a strong organization of 
exports, purchases at a predetermined price, and equalization of returns from 
domestic sales and from exports; imports are restricted. 
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Exports of all butter and cheese manufaetured in New Zealand are effected 
by the Dairy Production and Marketing Board. Purchases of butter and cheese 
for export are made at prices determined annually by the Prices Authority. It 
is provided that changes in the purchase price will not exceed 5 per cent from 
one year to another. Any surpluses or losses on exports of butter and cheese 
are to be equalized from year to year through a special Dairy Industry Reserve 
Account; if the account is in debit only part of any surplus may be transmitted 
to the dairy industry. 

Prices on the domestic market are determined by the Government. Any 
differences between prices from domestic sales and prices paid by the Board are 
made up by means of payments from or deductions to be paid into public funds. 

Imports of dairy products are restricted. 

Poland _ 

ïhe intention of the Polish Government is to control the agricultural 
market by the establishment of prices at a relatively low level, covering, how
ever, costs of production. Approximately 90 per cent of agricultural products, 
including dairy products, are purchased by the Government at these established 
prices. There is no difference in prices paid to the Polish farmer with respect 
to commodities for sale on the domestic market or to commodities for export. 
The fixed prices for milk and dairy products are re-examined each spring and 
autumn. The annual average producer price for milk was, in 1961, 2.4 zlotys 
per litre. 

Sweden. 

One of the basic principles of the Swedish system to support agriculture, 
including dairy production, is the protection at the frontier. A fixed import 
levy is imposed on imported dairy products to make up for the difference between 
domestic prices and import prices. Imports are free from quantitative 
restrictions as long as domestic prices move within a minimum and maximum price 
limit. The minimum and maximum price limits were fixed at 10-15 per cent on . 
either side of a "middle price". The "middle prices" initially were estimatedr 
on the basis of the domestic wholesale prices for each commodity. 

Import levies and minimum and maximum price limits are changed if the 
difference between the world market price index and the index for costs of 
production in Swedish agriculture (excluding labour costs) exceeds 3 per cent 
for three months in succession; in that case the levies and the price limits 
may be changed by half the difference. Import levies may also be adjusted in 
accordance with changes in earnings of industrial workers as compared to 
agricultural returns. 
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In addition to the import levies, an equalization levy is charged on 
certain imported products, which corresponds with similar levies on domestic 
products. 

Apart from the protection at the frontier, dairy production is supported 
by certain subsidies included in the State budget. A general price settlement 
corresponding to a subsidy per unit of 74.4 ore per kilogram of butterfat is 
paid for all milk delivered. An additional price settlement varying with the 
quantities delivered is also paid. 

There are no governmental export subsidies. Export losses are reimbursed 
from a compensation fund administered by the Dairy Association and financed 
mainly by internal fees on dairy products. 

Switzerland 

A basic price paid to the producers of milk is established by the Swiss 
Federal Government. This price is maintained by regulating imports of butter, 
purchases and storage of butter and by the payment of subsidies on the disposal 
of butter and cheese. 

Butter supply is regulated by the Central Butter Office (BUTYRA) through 
which all butter imports take place. Imports are allowed to the extent that 
the national butter requirements are met without any hindrance to the marketing 
of Swiss produced butter. BUTYRA is empowered to levy a charge on imported 
butter which serves, together with a number of other devices, to bring down 
prices for domestic butter. BUTYRA also purchases domestic butter at a price 
corresponding with the basic price for milk. If necessary, butter is disposed 
of with the help of consumer subsidies. 

The cheese market is regulated by the Swiss Cheese Trading Association 
which buys the production of hard cheese at prices calculated in the light of 
the basic price of milk. 

Losses on the activities in respect of butter and on the disposal of cheese 
on the domestic and foreign markets are carried by the Federal Government but 
producers to a certain extent participate in these losses. 

Imports of cheese are liberalized; imports of whole milk powder are 
subject to a system of conditional imports under which importers are required 
to purchase domestic milk powder pro rata to the imported quantities. 

United Kingdom 

Dairy production is supported primarily through a system of deficiency pay
ments, which, in principle, relates to liquid milk only and not to milk sold for 
processing. At the Annual Price Review a guaranteed price for milk is 
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37.70 
37.45 
38.25 
37.85 
38.35 

1,968.0 
1,987.5 
2,009.1 
2,033.7 
2,056.5 

established taking into account the provision that this guaranteed price may 
not be reduced by more than 4 per cent in any one year and that the reduction 
may not exceed 9 Per cent over a period of three years. Hie guaranteed price 
applies to a certain standard quantity which is adjusted annually according to 
sales of liquid milk from one year to another. 

At the end of each year the Government makes up any deficit between the net 
commercial returns of the five Milk Marketing Boards (each of which covers a 
different part of the country) and their entitlement under the guaranteed prices 
related to the standard quantity for each of the five marketing areas. 

Thé following table shows the level of average guaranteed prices and 
standard quantities in recent years: 

Guaranteed price Standard quantity 
(pence per gallon) (million gallons)- --'-

1955/60 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 

In view of the increasing milk production guaranteed prices were lowered 
in I960/6I and an attempt was made in I96I to replace the present pool price 
system by a system based on individual delivery quotas. In advance of a 
satisfactory system being developed the guaranteed price was raised in I96I but 
was subsequently reduced again in 1962 when it was decided to maintain the 
present system of payment. Under the 1963/64 Price Review it was decided to 
raise the guaranteed price by 0.5d per gallon. 

Imports of some dairy products are subject to quotas. Imports of cheese 
are permitted under Open General Licence from all countries other than those in 
the Eastern area. Imports of evaporated and condensed milk and milk powder 
from sources other than the sterling area are subject to quotas. Imports of 
butter from all sources, except from the Eastern area, were permitted under Open 
General Licence, since 1959 when the restrictions on imports from the dollar 
area were abolished. In view of the difficult situation prevailing on the 
United Kingdom butter market in I96I, partially caused by the dumping of 
heavily subsidized exports, arrangements were made in November I96I, after 
consultation with the butter-supplying countries, under which supplying countries 
agreed to limit their exports of butter to the United Kingdom market. As from 
1 April 1962 imports of butter from all sources were made subject to quotas. 
Quotas amounting to a total of 396,000 tons were allocated to the different 
exporting countries. For the twelve months period from 1 April 19^3, total 
quotas were increased by 5 per cent. 
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As from July 1963 and as long as imports remain under quotas, the duty 
on imports of butter from Denmark is suspended in the framework of EPTA. 
Duties on imports from Denmark of blue veined cheese and canned cream have 
been eliminated as from 1 July i960. 

United States 

The Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended, requires price support for 
milk and butterfat to producers at such a level, between 75 and 90 per cent 
of parity, as will assure an adequate supply. The Act specifies that such 
support be carried out by loans or purchases of milk and its products. 

Price support levels for manufacturing milk and for butterfat are shown 
in the following table: 

Butterfat per lb. 

Manufacturing milk 
per 100 lbs. 

Support price 
1961 1962 1963 

.604 .572 .581 

3.4o 3.11 3.14 

Support 

1961 

81 

83 

level as percentage 
of parity 
1962 1963 

75 

75 

75 

75 

In carrying out the support programme the following government purchases 
were made: 

Marketing year 
beginning 
1 April 

1960-61 

1961-62 

1962-63 

Butter 

154.4 

434.9 

347.4 

Cheese 

Million pounds 

0.2 

191-3 

137.6 

Non-fat dry 
milk 

1,103.4 

1,026.9 

1,352.0 

Total purchases as 
percentage of total 
milk production 

2.7 

8.7 

6.9 

The principal outlets for the utilization of government owned dairy 
products are donations for domestic and foreign school lunches and welfare 
uses. 

Under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, import 
restrictions are maintained on butter, cheese of certain types and varieties, 
dried milk products, butter oil and other articles, with certain exceptions, 
containing 45 per cent or more butterfat. 
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European Economic Community 

A short description is given below of the various features of dairy policies 
in five of the six ESC member States. It may be noted, however, that proposals 
for a common policy for dairy products are at present being discussed by the 
EEC Council of Ministers in Brussels. If definite decisions are taken in time 
before finalizing this paper, it would seem desirable to include in brief, the ... -
main elements of the new EEC dairy policy. 

Belgium 

In Belgium a system of monthly target prices to the producer is operated. 
These prices arv not guaranteed prices but it is endeavoured to maintain the 
target as much cs possible through various government activities such as stock
piling and purchase operations, a policy affecting imports of dairy products 
and a policy in support of a number of manufactured dairy products. 

The monthly target prices for whole milk ranged.from BFrs.3-J;Q to 
BFrs.j5.50 per litre in 1961/62 and 19of/6;5, As from 1 October 1962 the target 
price was increased by a quality premium of E'!?rs,0.»25 per litre. 

Imports of dairy products are free from quantitative import restrictions. 
They are, ho:«/ever, subject to arrangements âin-'.ng at the maintenance• of the 
target price.- For example, importers of butter nave a free choice as to 
sources of Lupply and quantities to ba imported, subject however to the 
imported products being ofiered to the government agency, Office Commercial 
du Ravitaillement (OCRA), v.hich vrill put them at the disposal of the importers 
at a price in accordance Kith the target price. 

The .OCRA intervenes a^sc on y.e. market by purehare snd stockpiling... 
operations. In ease of rurpluse.e v:hich necessitate exports, the difference 
between the target price m l the excort price is made up by a subsidy. 
Subsidies were also paid in crder to decrease stocks by sales of melted butter 
at reduced prices. Export subsidies are raid on exports of semi-hard cheeses 
and subsidies, subject to monthly quota, aie granted for the production of 
cheese, powdered milk and cvceetencrl conlcr-red cvLlk. 

France 

French dairy products en is protected by means of a syctem of target priées 
to the producers, intervention^ on the market, regulation of imports and, if 
necessary, subsidization of exports. Target prices are established by the 
Government annually and are broken dovn in a price for the summer and for the 
winter season. The prices are not guaranteed prices so that -the price actually 
paid at the producer level mey be somewhat lower. 

http://BFrs.j5.50
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On the basis of the target prices, maximum and minimum prices for milk 
and. certain dairy products are fixed by the Government. In order to maintain 
the maximum and minimum prices, a marketing institution for milk (interlait) 
intervenes on the market through purchases and sales, stockpiling and import 
operations. The financing of these interventions, including payments and 
subsidies for operations on the domestic market and reimbursements for losses . 
on exports, is done by a fund for the regulation of agricultural markets (FORMA). 
The finance comes mainly from the Government. 

Imports are subject to allocations of licences; imports of butter are 
controlled by Interlait. 

Germany 

There is no system of directly guaranteed prices for dairy products in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, but producers are ensured a reasonable price, 
taking into account the consumers1 interests, by means of the fixing of a 
maximum retail price and by the maintenance of a balanced supply. Milk and 
cream and butter are subject to the German marketing laws. Imports take . 
place through the intermediary of the Import and Storage Agency to which, if 
imports are allowed, importers are required to sell their butter imports. 
These imports will then again be released, according to the demand situation, 
at prices in accordance with domestic prices. The Import and Storage Agency 
also intervenes on the market by means of stockpiling operations. Any deficit 
in such operations is carried by the Federal Budget. 

Imports of cheese are liberalized but an agreement has been made with 
Denmark and the Netherlands - the two main suppliers - concerning minimum 
export prices to Germany, Imports of other dairy products are subject to the 
issue of licences through the Import and Storage Agency. 

The German Government pays a quality premium of DM.0.04 per kg. of milk 
to the producer for milk complying with certain quality standards. 

Italy 

Italy does not maintain a system of direct guarantees to the dairy producers. 
Domestic prices are maintained at a satisfactory level by regulating imports. 
Italy maintained a system of minimum import prices for butter, under which butter 
imports were free when prices on certain representative markets were above a 
certain ceiling and they were prohibited when prices fell below a certain 
minimum. This system was replaced by a quota system in October 1961 because 
of the danger of excessive, low priced supplies entering the country whenever 
imports were permitted. 
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The Netherlands 

The dairy policy in the Netherlands was changed substantially as from 
November 19o2 with the purpose of aligning the policy with the anticipated 
organization within the EEC, Instead of the former guaranteed price, a 
target price system has been established. The target price is set at 
F1.27 per 100 kgs. of milk and relates to all milk delivered to the dairy 
industry. This changes the previous system under which the guarantee was 
limited to a certain quota. 

The retail price of liquid milk, fixed by the Government was increased by 
1 cent per litre. On the basis of the estimated returns .for liquid milk at 
the fixed price and for manufacturing milk at free domestic or world market 
prices, the amount is fixed which is necessary to bring the average producer 
price to the target price level. This support which is fixed and paid in 
advance for the entire year, has been set for the year 1962/6j> at Fl.6.30 
per 100 kgs. of milk used for processing. 

In addition4to.the above subsidy, a system is maintained under which a 
government agency (VLB) purchases and stores butter, cheese and skimmed milk 
powder at certain fixed floor prices. These stocks are gradually released on 
the domestic market or exported, if necessary, at a loss. Such losses are 
paid from the "Dairy Fund" and are borne eventually by the producers. 

Imports of dairy products are liberalized but import levies may be 
imposed in order to raise the import price to the domestic price level. 

Multilateral international action 

In the section regarding the dairy policy of Germany, mention has been 
made of an agreement concluded between Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands 
under which the two exporting countries agreed to maintain certain minimum 
export prices for their .exports of hard cheese to Germany. 

Another example of multilateral action is to be found in the agreements 
between the United Kingdom and butter supplying countries under which the 
supplying countries undertook to limit their exports of butter to the 
United Kingdom market to certain quantities. This system of voluntary restraint 
on exports was abolished on the introduction by the United Kingdom of the 
system of import quotas. 

In the framework of the OECD a gentleman's agreement has been reached 
for one year between a number of OECD member countries to maintain certain 
minimum export prices on exports of whole milk powder. 
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General 

The foregoing description of dairy policies in some of the important 
producing countries may illustrate the complexity and diversification of the 
various national support systems. The wide variety and extension of non-
tariff devices applied in dairy policies was emphasized by Committee II after 
the country consultations. Of the forty countries examined all but five apply 
in some form or another non-tariff devices for the protection of the dairy 
industry. The exceptions are countries of little importance as producers or 
consumers of dairy products. 

The various dairy support systems are designed to stabilize or to support 
the producers' incomes so as to ensure producers an income as fair and 
reasonable as possible in the light of the revenues in other sectors of 
agricultural production and in the light of the country's economy in general. 

The systems are designed either to directly support the income of 
producers or to assist them indirectly by measures affecting prices of dairy 
products, in most.instances aiming at a certain fixed target price. Direct 
income support is effected by the granting of subsidies or by means of 
deficiency payments. Examples of such direct subsidies were given e.g. in the 
case of Belgium and Germany, where the subsidy was restricted to certain 
quality conditions, and in the case of Switzerland'and Finland, where subsidies 
were granted to farmers producing under less favourable conditions and without 
sufficiently remunerative alternative lines of production; other examples of 
direct subsidies were found in Australia, where the total amount of the subsidy 
is paid as a lump sum, and in the case of the Netherlands, where the former 
deficiency payment was replaced by a fixed subsidy per unit. An example of 
a system of deficiency payments is to be found in the United Kingdom; the 
price guarantee is in this case restricted to a certain quota. 

The systems of direct income support are generally supplemented by 
measures of price support applicable to all or some dairy products. 
Committee II noted that as a means of implementing price support the use of 
quantitative import restrictions was particularly widespread. These 
restrictions could, in very few cases, be justified on balance-of-payments 
grounds only. In many cases imports are regulated and controlled by means of 
State trading or monopolistic agencies, such as BUTYRA in Switzerland, OCRA 
in Belgium, Interlait in France, the Import and Storage Agency in Germany, etc. 
In the case of exporting countries, the strong organization and concentration 
of exporters may be noted in countries like Australia, New Zealand and Denmark. 

Where imports are not quantitatively restricted, other devices have been 
designed in order to regulate imports or to regulate imports at a certain price. 
Examples are the levy system in Sweden and the Netherlands, the butter import 
monopoly in Belgium, until recently, the minimum import price system in Italy, 
etc. 
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Other measures in addition to regulating imports may be necessary in 
order to achieve the domestic price level desired. As examples, mention .may. 
be made of the various market intervention activities such as purchases and 
storage of dairy products and, depending on the circumstances, gradual release 
of stocks on the domestic or foreign markets. Examples are to be found in the 
United States, Prance, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, etc. 
In cases where these stocks are sold at a loss,the coverage of the loss from 
governmental funds constitutes a consumer subsidy or, if stocks are sold abroad, 
an export subsidy. Direct export subsidies are granted in practically all 
cases where exports take place through private exporters. 

An indirect means of subsidization of exports is to be found in the system 
whereby domestic market prices are insulated from export prices (Australia, 
Denmark) or whereby the price of liquid milk for consumption is separated from 
the price of manufacturing milk (the Netherlands). 

Consumer subsidies are sometimes granted in order to offset adverse 
effects on consumption of high producer prices. Consumer prices are also 
used as a means of stimulating consumption of dairy products which cannot 
reasonably be.disposed of otherwise than at a substantial loss. 

Although in the framework of national dairy policies the importance of 
customs duties in most countries is only small as compared to the protective 
effect of the various non-tariff devices, some examples of customs duties 
affecting dairy products are given in the Annex. 
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Annex 

Customs Duties on Certain Dairy Products in Selected Countries 

Australia British Pre
ferential 
Tariff 

Most 
Favoured 
Nation 

General Special 

Butter per lb. 

Cheese per lb*: 

Emmenthal 
New Zealand: Stilton 

Other 
Other 

Condensed milk per lb. 

New Zealand 

Milk powder 

New Zealand 

6d. 

6d. 

6d. 

1.5d. 

2.25d. 

7d. 

6d. 

7d. 

2.5d. 

4d. 

7d. 

7d. 

7.dv 

2,5d. 

4d. 

Free 
6d. 

22<5# with a 
max. of 2.5d 

22.5$ with a 
max. of 4d. 

Canada 

Chsese por lb. 

Australia and New 
Zealand Cheddar 

Butter per lb. 

Australia and 
New Zealand 

Condensed and evaporated 
milk per lb. 

New Zealand 

Powdered milk per lb. 

3 cc 

8 cents 

3.5 cents 7 c^nts 1 Cent 

3 cents 

12 cents 14 cents 

5 cents 

2.5 cents 

2.5 cents 

3 cents 3*75 cents 

5 cents 5 cents 

2.5 cents 

Australia and 
New Zealand 1 cent 
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Denmark 

Milk and cream fresh 

Milk and cream," preserved," 
concentrated or sweetened: 

Milk powder for "animal fodder 
Other per kg. 

Butter 

Cheese 

Finland 

Butter 

Cheese 

per 

per 

per 

New Zealand 

kg. 

. 

kg. 

kg. 

Free 

Free 
40 ore 

Free 

20 ore 

208 Fmk 

139 " 

British Preferen-
tial Tariff 

Butter 

Milk or cream, preserved, 
evaporated or dried 

Cheese 

plus surtax at the rate of 9/40ths of the amount of the duty. 

Switzerland 

20#* 

20#* 

20#* 

General 

45#* 

45#* 

45$* 

Dried milk 

Other milk preserved, 
concentrated or sweetened 

Butter, fresh 

Butter, salted etc.• 

Cheese ' 

Sw.frs, 50 per 100 kgs. 

25 

20 

•30 

25-80 

plus an additional 
duty of Sw.frs. 100 



United Kingdom 

Butter* 

Cheese : 

Blue veined* 
Other 

Milk 

1. Evaporated or condensed 

(a) Whole: 

(i) Not containing added 
'sweetening matter 

(ii) Containing not more than 
10 per cent by weight of 
added sweetening matter 

(iii) ' Containing more than 
10 per cent but not more 
than 50 per cent by-
weight of added sweetening 
matter 

Full tariff 

15s. per cwt. 

10$ 
15^ 
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Preferential tariff 

Free 

Free 
Free 

(b) Skimmed: 

(i) . Not containing added 
sweetening matter 

(ii) Containing not more than 
10 per cent by weight of 
added sweetening matter 

(iii) Containing more than 
10 per cent but not more 
than 50 per cent by 
weight of added 
sweetening matter 

2. Dried milk powder 

(a) Not containing added sweetening 
matter 

(b) Containing not more than 10 per 
cent by weight of added 
sweetening matter 

(c) Containing more than 10 per cent 
but not more than 50 per cent by 
weight of added sweetening matter 

6s. per cwt. 

Is.2d. per cwt. 
sugar.duty plus 
5s. per cwt. 

5s.2d. per cwt. 
sugar duty plus 
5s. per cwt. 

10 per cent 

Free 

7d. per cwt*. 
sugar duty 

2s*7d. per cwt. 
sugar duty 

Free 

Is.2d. per cwt. 7d. per cwt. 
sugar duty, and sugar duty 
not less than 
10 per cent in all 

5s.2d. per cwt. 
sugar duty, and 
not less than 
10 per cent in all 

2s.7d. per cwt, 
sugar duty 

6s. per cwt. 

Is.2d. per cwt. 
sugar duty plus 
5s.4d. per cwt. 

5s.2d. per cwt. 
sugar duty, plus 
3s.4d. per cwt. 

Free 

7d. per cwt.-
sugar duty 

2s.7d. per cwt. 
sugar duty 

Imports from Denmark are free from duty. 
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United States 

Butter: 

(1) 1 November to 31 March inclusive: 
On 50 million lb. global quota 

(2) 1 April to 15 July and 16 July to 
13 October inclusive: 
On 5 million lb. in each period, 
global quotas 

(3) Over quota 

Cheese : 

7 cents per lb. 

7 cents per lb. 

14 cents per lb. 

Prom 15$ ad valorem with a minimum 
of 3 oents per lb. to 25$ 
ad valorem with a minimum of 
5 cents per lb. C 

Milk,^condensed or evaporated: 

In airtight containers, unsweetened 
In airtight containers, sweetened 
Other 

Dried milk 

Whole: Containing more than 35$ of butterfat 
Other 

Skimmed: Containing more than ~% of butterfat 
Other 

1 cent per lb. 
1.75 cents per lb. 
1.5 cents per lb. 

6.2 cents per lb. 
3.1 cents per lb. 

3.1 cents per lb. 
1.5 cents per lb. 


